
Class Supply List for ByAnnie Night and Day
Instructor:  Mary Stipanovich   850-545-2586  -  sydais214@gmail.com

Pattern:  Night and Day ByAnnie.com
To view the back of the pattern for fabric and supplies needed see below.

Fabric for the Purse and Mini Tote
You will need 1-½ yards of main fabric and lining fabric to make the purse
and the mini tote.  (¾ yard of each for each bag).
Consider a third fabric for the border or binding.
Note:  If choosing directional fabric for the main and lining fabric for the Mini
Tote, you may need a small additional  amount of yardage. Also, note  that
additional fabric may be needed if you want to fussy cut a design.
Watch this video on  directional fabrics  on the ByAnnie youtube channel.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ytLqCP7epA&t=138s

Foam Stabilizer: 1 yard package of ByAnnie Soft and Stable that is 58”wide.
Interfacing: 1-¼ yard of Shapeflex fusible woven interfacing  - Pellon SF-101
Handbag Zippers:
For the Purse:  30” or longer of zipper tape and two pulls or choose one 30” double
slide handbag zipper.
For the Mini Tote:  12” or longer of zipper tape and one pull or choose one 24” single
slide handbag zipper.
A good source of zipper by the yard is ByAnnie, My Handmade Space or Sew
Sweetness.
Strapping: 3-½ yards of 1 inch wide polyester webbing/strapping
1”  Hardware:
1” D rings or triangle rings - need 6
1” swivel hooks - need 2     and 1” wide mouth slider - need 1
14mm sew in magnetic snap - one set
Circle Templates or  Creative Grids circle rulers - 2-½” and 6-½”
If you do not have circular rulers, print this template:
https://www.byannie.com/image/catalog/product-images/templates/Circle-Templat
es-20200902.pdf

Bring all essential sewing supplies, and especially include:
90 top stitch needle
Thread - polyester - colors to match main and lining fabrics

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ytLqCP7epA&t=138s
https://www.byannie.com/image/catalog/product-images/templates/Circle-Templates-20200902.pdf
https://www.byannie.com/image/catalog/product-images/templates/Circle-Templates-20200902.pdf


Presser Feet:  Zipper,  Walking Foot, ¼” foot
Stiletto (I like ByAnnie’s stiletto)
Washout marking pen or pencil or Clover chalk pens
Wonder clips
Rotary cutter and mat
Double sided adhesive tape
Fabric glue pen  - I like Sewline
Fabric turning tool and bodkin
25mm/1” bias tape maker for making tie straps
Iron and pressing mat

Prior to Class
QUILTING FOR THE PURSE ONLY:
Quilt two  sets (A and B)  using main fabric, lining fabric and soft and stable.
Set A:   10”h  x 28”w  - This is used for Purse Compartment A.
Set B:   10”h x 28”w  -  This is used for Purse Compartment B.
Quilt one Set C using  main fabric and soft and stable.  - No lining fabric is
added. Set C:  8”h x 7”w - This is for the flap.
Refer to the general quilting instructions on page 1 of the pattern.

After quilting is complete  cut:
Compartment A -  8”h x 26”w
Compartment B -  8”h x 26”w
Flap - 6-½”h x 5-½”w
Stitch all around each quilted piece, ⅛ from the edge.

QUILTING FOR THE MINI TOTE:
Quilt one piece using main fabric and soft and stable. There is no lining added
to this piece. 26”h x 20” w
Note:  If fabric is directional, see the Tip on page 10 - I.A.

After quilting, cut this piece to 24-½”h x 18-½”w
Note:  If you pieced a directional fabric position the seam in the center,
cutting 12-1/4 “ on each side of the seam.
Stitch all around each quilted piece, ⅛ from the edge.



FROM NON-QUILTED FABRIC FOR THE PURSE
Cut the Carrying Strap - one 2-¾” x 42” and one 2-¾” x 20”
Cut the Carry Strap Tabs - two 2-¾” x 4-½”
Cut Flap Facing - one 6-½” x 5-½”
For Binding cut two strips 2-¼” wide x width of fabric
Note: Consider waiting to cut binding to test fabric choices.
Cut one Border - 3” x 26”  - This is folded in half to 3 x 13.   Wait to cut if
using directional fabric.

FROM FUSIBLE WOVEN INTERFACING FOR THE PURSE
Cut:  2-¾” x 12-¾” - border

6” x 5” - flap facing
1-¼” x 1-¼” - cut two for covering magnets

FROM LINING FABRIC FOR THE MINI TOTE
Cut Tote Interior - 25-½”h x 18-½”w
(or two 12-¾ x 18-½ pieces if using directional fabric)
Cut Welt Pocket - 19”h x 9-½”w

FROM FUSIBLE WOVEN INTERFACING FOR THE MINI TOTE
Cut   24-½ X 18-½ for Tote Interior
Cut   9-½”h x 17 for welt pocket

FROM 1” STRAPPING CUT
One piece 60” long for Carry Strap
Two pieces 4” long for Carry Strap Tabs
Two pieces 23” long for Handle Stabilizers for Mini Tote

Class registration policy: All classes must be paid for at the time of registration.  If a class is
canceled due to a lack of minimum enrollment, the class fee will be refunded.  Any cancellation
must be made at least 72 hours in advance to receive a refund.  Teachers need time to prepare
class handouts and supplies.  Please register early as possible to ensure your place and to avoid
disappointment.  Please have working knowledge of your machine as the educator may not
have time to instruct on the use of your machine.




